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Access PubMed from Dell Medical School Library webpage: http://dellmedschool.utexas.edu/library, or, bookmark this direct link to UT PubMed: https://www-ncbi-nlm-nih-gov.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/pubmed

PubMed homepage

[Diagram of PubMed webpage]

A forum for scientific discourse - authors can post comments about scientific publications in PubMed
PubMed Search Results page

Practice: Run these searches in PubMed.

1. Look for articles on licorice and warfarin.
2. Does zinc work in treating the common cold?
3. A hospital administrator for Facilities Management is interested in hospital garbage.
4. Many of the top marathon runners are Africans who trained by running barefoot. What articles can you find in PubMed about running in bare feet?
5. Find review articles on childhood acquired heart disease.
6. Some medical students think they have some of the diseases they are studying. This is sometimes referred to as "second year syndrome" or medical studentitis. Be creative and find some articles that discuss this.

These exercises are from the “PubMed Rediscovered: Hidden Treasures in Searching” course developed by Kay Deeney.